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Technical Bulletin 092 
Developed with Johnson and Starley 

 
 

Title: Domestic ducted warm air heaters and systems – gas safety checks 
Date issued: 2 April 2019 

Note: This version of Technical Bulletin (TB) 092 replaces the version originally published 
26 March 2015 which is now withdrawn. This version has been reviewed and where 
appropriate revised to ensure that it remains both current and relevant. With the publication of 
BS 7967; 2015, references have been updated accordingly. 

Introduction 
As a very effective means of rapidly heating homes, warm air heating is still a popular choice for 
private householders and social landlords. Ducted warm air heating was the original form of 
central heating and has been around certainly since Roman times. It is a widely used form of 
domestic central heating in the USA and Canada and in the UK since the 1960’s. 
Due to the lack of water carrying components in the design of most ducted warm air heaters, the 
lifespan of these appliances can be considerably longer than that of a wet central heating boiler. 
Whilst we could not seriously expect to find a working Roman ducted warm air heating system still 
in use in someone’s property today, it is not unusual to encounter pockets of gas-fired ducted warm 
air systems that are in excess of 40 years old. These can typically be found either in individual 
properties or in small developments or housing estates. The installation and maintenance of 
domestic sized gas-fired ducted warm air heating systems is covered by BS 5864: 2019(1). 

Appliances found to be in a poor condition can be replaced with a new appliance. New and 
replacement ducted warm air heaters are available that meet the energy requirements 
imposed by current Building Regulations and manufacturers also produce fixing kits to allow 
replacement warm air heaters to be fitted to existing plenums and ductwork. However, 
consumers need to be made aware of the importance of regular servicing to maintain safe 
operation and efficiency of the appliance.   

Competency requirements 
Persons deemed competent to carry out installation, servicing and maintenance work of gas-fired 
ducted warm air heaters are registered gas engineers holding a valid current Accredited Certification 
Scheme (ACS) category of work, in this case DAH1, or a valid current Scottish/National Vocational 
Qualification (S/NVQ) 601202, or 601203 which is aligned in matters of gas safety, or under any 
other scheme / qualification(s) recognised by the gas registration body for registration purposes. 
When servicing these appliances the requirements of the manufacturer’s instructions and the 
primary legislation concerning the safe installation, maintenance and use of gas systems and 
appliances, (e.g. in Great Britain – the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations (GSIUR)) 
will be applicable as always and in particular the minimum requirements relating to working on 
appliances, which is covered by Regulation 26(9) (see Note 1). 
Note 1: Similar gas safety legislative requirements apply in other geographical areas covered by Gas 
Safe Register. For details of current gas safety legislation, building legislation and industry standards 
for geographical areas covered by Gas Safe Register, see the Legislative, Normative & Informative 
Document List (LNIDL)(2). 

This Technical Bulletin provides guidance to Gas Safe registered 
businesses/engineers on the requirements of gas safety legislation and safety 
checks when working on gas-fired ducted air heaters 
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GSIUR(4) Regulation 26(9) requirements 
Here we will breakdown these individual regulatory requirements in an attempt to identify how 
registered gas engineers can satisfy the requirements of Regulation 26(9) where ducted warm 
air heaters are concerned. For the purposes of this TB the wording of GSIUR 26(9) is 
reproduced using red text. 
“Where a person performs work on a gas appliance he shall immediately thereafter 
examine –“ 
 
“(a) The effectiveness of any flue;” 
 
This should include a visual inspection of the chimney/flue, its route, its condition and termination, so 
that an assessment can be made regarding its suitability for continued use or compliance with current 
installation Standards and any defect which cannot immediately be rectified, classified in accordance 
with the requirements of the current Gas Industry Unsafe Situations Procedure (GIUSP) 
(IGEM/G/11(3)).  
In the case of open-flued appliances, a flue-flow test and spillage test will always be required to 
establish the effectiveness and safe operation of the chimney/flue system.  
Spillage testing may not be straight forward with some warm air heating appliances, because 
access to the draught diverter can in some cases be restricted or even impossible. Where this is 
the case, the individual appliance manufacturer will need to be consulted to determine the 
appropriate method for spillage testing that particular appliance.  
Note 2: Additional information on spillage testing can also be found in TB 087(5). 

 
“(b) The supply of combustion air” 
 
Compartment ventilation 
The correct configuration of any combustion air and compartment ventilation is important. Both 
high level and low level compartment ventilation is required with the vents being placed as high 
and as low as practicable within the compartment, with only these two vents communicating 
with the compartment. Both vents need to be fed from the same source, thereby, avoiding the 
possibility of cross-ventilation e.g. high and low level ventilation being provided from different 
sources, for example, either via different rooms, or by a mixture of the vents being fed from both 
internal and external sources. The requirements for ventilation, including compartment 
ventilation are given in BS 5440-2(6). 

Some warm air heating installations use a fanned combustion air supply. This method uses the 
warm air heater’s circulating fan to draw in external air via the return-air system arrangement; a 
minimum flow of 2.2m3/h for every 1kW of net heat input rating needs to be drawn into the 
return air duct. Provision is made for the adjustment of the flow of induced air by means of a 
lockable damper or a similar control. An acceptable method of providing a supply of external air 
is to connect a duct from a ventilated roof space, or from a grille on an outside wall, into the 
return-air system arrangement. Where this method of air supply is used, guidance should be 
sought from the appliance manufacturer. 
Note 3: Additional information for providing an air supply from a ventilated roof space can also 
be found in TB 029(7). 

Return air supply 
It is also extremely important to ensure that there is a suitably constructed ducted return air path 
back to the warm air heater within the compartment; this has traditionally been constructed by 
rigid ducting, or more recently by flexible ducting. This is needed to prevent negative air 
pressure from occurring within the compartment, created by the operation of the air circulation 
fan, which could cause flue reversal to take place.  
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Note 4: Some very old open-flued appliances with heat outputs of less than 7.3kW gross 
(25,000Btus) were originally installed to operate without a ducted return air connection within the 
appliance compartment in accordance with prevailing requirements at that time. Where one of these 
appliances is encountered, advice should be sought from the appliance manufacturer. Where it is 
not possible to install a ducted return air path back to the appliance, the appliance should be turned 
off and regarded as At Risk (AR) in accordance with the procedure detailed in the current GIUSP. 

Note 5: For more information about the history of return air arrangements for open-flued ducted 
warm air heaters, see TB 039(8). 

“(c) Its operating pressure or heat input or, where necessary, both;” 
 
Both of these fundamental checks should be applied, especially on older appliances, as 
checking the operating pressure alone will not confirm that the appliance is over or under-
gassed. Burner injectors may have worn or become blocked or enlarged, which will affect the 
volume of gas being burnt, even if the burner pressure is found to be correctly set.  
As with all gas appliances, a visual inspection of the flame picture is essential. On ducted warm air 
heaters this observation should be made with the fan running. Those appliances installed within a 
compartment should, where possible, be inspected through the ventilation grille. This inspection can 
help identify poor combustion and also damaged or split heat exchangers or even poorly sealed 
ducts or plenums, through observation of the flame’s characteristics. Signs of poor combustion would 
typically be lazy floppy luminous flames and flame impingement, through to flame lift or distortion.  
Such conditions could be caused by the air around the flame being disturbed when the 
circulation fan operates, particularly if there are cracks or holes present in the heat exchanger or 
the appliance itself is not correctly sealed to the plenum.  
Flame ‘roll out’ could indicate a blocked heat exchanger. It is therefore important that the 
maintenance schedule includes inspection and cleaning of the heat exchanger. 
“(d) Its operation so as to ensure its safe functioning,” 
 
This requirement can be seen as the ‘catch all’ for the other areas relating to appliance safety. In 
the case of servicing, this is regarded as items such as verification of the correct functioning of 
safety devices e.g. flame supervision devices, fan/limit thermostats, or confirmation that the 
combustion performance meets the appliance manufacturer’s specifications, or where appropriate 
and if specified, by means of an electronic portable combustion gas analyser (ECGA), carried out 
in accordance with the requirements of BS 7976: 2015(9). 
Other items already touched on, such as ensuring the warm air heater is correctly sealed to the 
base plenum need to be checked. Any gaps or openings should be sealed with metal sheeting 
that is screwed or pop-riveted and sealed in place which is in turn then over-sealed with 
appropriate heat-resistant duct tape. Incorrectly sealed plenums and ducts will affect the safe 
operation of ducted warm air heaters and therefore must be dealt with. 
Note 6: Some ducted warm air heater manufacturers can supply appropriate sealing panels to 
suit a wide range of applications. 

Checking the condition of the appliances’ heat exchanger  
Another aspect of ducted warm air heater servicing touched on earlier in this TB, is the 
importance of checking the condition of the appliances’ heat exchanger. This component will be 
exposed to severe stresses throughout its life, through being subjected to continuous heating and 
cooling causing expansion and contraction to take place. On some heat exchangers, these 
stresses could eventually result in cracking or deterioration and these may be visible when the 
heat exchanger is heated. If cracks open up during operation, it may be possible for the products 
of combustion to escape through these openings, mix with the heated air and then be circulated 
around the property through the ductwork system. Subsequently, if there any problems with 
combustion, this may result in carbon monoxide (CO) being circulated around the home/ property. 
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Access to a ducted warm air heater’s heat exchanger may not be easy, so it can sometimes be a 
difficult task to inspect the condition of this component. There are various methods that registered 
engineers can adopt and in many cases a combination of these methods will be necessary in 
order that the engineer can safely establish the heat exchanger’s condition, to a point where the 
engineer is confident in the integrity of the heat exchanger. For further guidance on the 
requirements for checking the condition of the appliance heat exchanger reference should be 
made to BS 5864: 2019(1) in particular, Annex ‘C’. 

Where appliance heat exchangers are found to be faulty and where replacement components 
are still available and the heat exchanger can be removed without disturbing any asbestos 
containing materials, then it is considered acceptable to replace the heat exchanger. Where it is 
not possible to exchange the heat exchanger without disturbing the asbestos then exchanging 
the whole appliance may be the only option. The appliance manufacturer should be consulted 
for additional guidance on this matter.  
Note 7: Many older appliances manufactured before 1984 could incorporate components which 
contain asbestos. For further guidance, see TB 070(14).  

“and forthwith take all reasonably practicable steps to notify any defect to the 
responsible person and, where different, the owner of the premises in which the 
appliance is situated or, where neither is reasonably practicable, in the case of an 
appliance supplied with liquefied petroleum gas, the supplier of gas to the premises, or 
in any other case, the transporter.” 
In order to satisfy this final part of Regulation 26(9), in the case of identified unsafe situations, 
registered engineers should apply the guidance provided in the current GIUSP (IGEM/G/11(3)). In 
all circumstances it is recommended that registered businesses/engineers employ methods and 
procedures which allow for positively recording the results of any tests or checks carried out 
during the servicing of the appliance. 
Note 8: For general information about the process behind the development of Gas Safe 
Register Technical Bulletins and the expectations for all Stakeholders, see TB 1000(15). 
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